JESUIT ORDER
THE SOCIETY OF JESUS
SATANIC RITUALS INSIDE VATICAN - Part 3
BY : BOBBY G. LIMETA

Of all person who is so reliable and getting in and out of the Vatican where he
affirmed Satanism is being practiced inside the Vatican is no other than the late
Jesuit priest Fr. Malachi Martin. Fr. Martin speaks out “straight from the mouth of
the horse and straight within the circle of the Jesuits”.
Let us read first the personal background of Fr. Malachi Martin being a high-ranking
Jesuit priest.

An eminent theologian, thirty years an Exorcist, expert on the Catholic Church, former Jesuit
and professor at the Vatican's Pontifical Biblical Institute, is the author of numerous poignant,
illuminating and controversial writings including these national best-selling books: Vatican,
The Final Conclave, Hostage to the Devil, The Jesuits, The Keys of This Blood, and Windswept
House.
Father Martin was trained in theology at Louvain. There he received doctorates in the Semitic
Languages, Archeology and Oriental History. Subsequently, he studied at Oxford and at
Hebrew University in Jerusalem. From 1958 to 1964 he served the Holy See at the Vatican in
Rome. Here, he was a close associate of the renowned Jesuit Cardinal, Augustin Bea, and His
Holiness, Pope John XXIII.
In 1964, Pope Paul VI released Father Martin from the vows of Poverty and Obedience in the
Jesuit Order, but confirmed his vow of Celibacy. Pope Paul instructed Father Martin to report
directly to the reigning Holy Father whoever he may be, or to some member of the papal Curia
the reigning Pope designates. Because he is not affiliated with any diocese, Father does not
wear clerical clothes in public. He celebrates Holy Mass daily. As a concerned, compassionate
priest and enlightened scholar, Malachi Martin dares hold a candle to the truth, no matter
where it shines or how difficult it may be to accept. Father is forthrightly devoted to prayer, the
Church and Our Lady of Guadalupe ("She's my favorite!"), Saint Michael and the Holy Angels
and Saints.
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Fr. Malachi Martin affirms:
Satanism practiced in the Vatican

"How I warned and warned that satan would enter into the highest realms of the
hierarchy in Rome. The Third Secret, My child, is that satan would enter into My
Son's Church." - Our Lady of the Roses, May 13, 1978.

Fr. Malachi Martin's accusations :
In The Fatima Crusader article, Malachi Martin, a scholar, Vatican insider, and best-selling
author, said, “Anybody who is acquainted with the state of affairs in the Vatican in the last 35
years is well aware that the prince of darkness has had and still has his surrogates in the court
of St. Peter in Rome.”
From 1958 until 1964, Jesuit priest Malachi Martin served in Rome where he was a close
associate of, and carried out many sensitive missions for the renowned Jesuit Cardinal
Augustin Bea and the pope. Released afterwards from his vows of poverty and obedience at his
own request (but still a priest), he ultimately moved to New York and became a best-selling
writer of fiction and non-fiction.
Martin had first made reference to a diabolic rite held in Rome in his 1990 non-fiction bestseller about geopolitics and the Vatican, The Keys of This Blood, in which he wrote:
"Most frighteningly for [Pope] John Paul [II], he had come up against the irremovable
presence of a malign strength in his own Vatican and in certain bishops’ chanceries. It was
what knowledgeable Churchmen called the ‘superforce.’ Rumors, always difficult to verify,
tied its installation to the beginning of Pope Paul VI’s reign in 1963. Indeed Paul had alluded
somberly to ‘the smoke of Satan which has entered the Sanctuary’. . . an oblique reference to
an enthronement ceremony by Satanists in the Vatican. Besides, the incidence of Satanic
pedophilia—rites and practices— was already documented among certain bishops and
priests as widely dispersed as Turin, in Italy, and South Carolina, in the United States. The
cultic acts of Satanic pedophilia are considered by professionals to be the culmination of the
Fallen Archangel’s rites." (p. 632)
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These allegations have largely gone unnoticed, possibly because he was so crafty in his
descriptions that he might even have been referring to the coronation of Pope Paul VI. But he
revealed much more about this alleged ritual in one of his last works, Windswept House: A
Vatican Novel (1996). In this story, he vividly described a ceremony called “The Enthronement
of the Fallen Archangel Lucifer” supposedly held in St. Paul’s Chapel in the Vatican, but
linked with concurrent satanic rites here in the U.S., on June 29, 1963, barely a week after the
election of Paul VI. In the novel, before he dies, a pope leaves a secret account of the situation
on his desk for the next occupant of the throne of Peter, a thinly-disguised John Paul II.
According to The New American, Martin confirmed that the ceremony did indeed occur as he
had described. “Oh yes, it is true; very much so,” the magazine reported he said. “But the only
way I could put that down into print is in novelistic form.”
Martin's accusation of a satanic ritual at the Vatican was also confirmed by John Loeffler,
host of the Steel on Steel radio show. Mr. Loeffler personally asked Fr. Malachi Martin (who
had been a regular guest on his show) about the reported dedication to satan within the
Vatican:
"You know Malachi confirmed—the first part of his book, Windswept House—he confirmed
the dedication of the Vatican to satan in a secret ceremony that occurred unknown even to the
Pope at that time, that he managed to pick up. And I did ask him, 'Was this true? Did it
happen?' And he [Fr. Martin] said, 'yes, it did.'" - John Loeffler (July 29, 2000 radio show)
Fr. Malachi Martin said more members of the clergy are becoming aware of the situation. An
archbishop several years ago also accused high members of the hierarchy in Rome of
practicing satanism. The Italian newspaper Il Tempo and other major daily papers reported this
stunning news (Italian newspaper articles).

A Dark Vision
Just how bad did Martin judge things to be? Extremely so:
"Suddenly it became unarguable that now during this papacy, the Roman Catholic
organization carried a permanent presence of clerics who worshipped Satan and liked it; of
bishops and priests who sodomized boys and each other; of nuns who performed the “Black
Rites” of Wicca, and who lived in lesbian relationships . . . every day, including Sundays and
Holy Days, acts of heresy and blasphemy and outrage and indifference were committed and
permitted at holy Altars by men who had been called to be priests. Sacrilegious actions and rites
were not only performed on Christ’s Altars, but had the connivance or at least the tacit
permission of certain Cardinals, archbishops, and bishops. . . In total number they were a
minority—anything from one to ten percent of Church personnel. But of that minority, many
occupied astoundingly high positions or rank.... The facts that brought the Pope to a new level
of suffering were mainly two: The systematic organizational links—the network, in other words
that had been established between certain clerical homosexual groups and Satanist covens. And
the inordinate power and influence of that network." (pp. 492-3)
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At the time of his passing on July 27, 1999, Martin was at work on what he said would be his
most controversial and important book. Primacy: How the Institutional Roman

Catholic Church became a Creature of The New World Order was to deal
with power and the papacy. This work was to analyze the revolutionary shift that lies at the
heart of what many see as the breakdown of papal power. It was to be a book of predictions
about the Vatican and the world in the first decades of the new millennium.
Fr. Malachi Martin never recanted any of his claims that the scene in Windswept House was
based on an actual satanic ritual in the Vatican in the first days of the reign of Pope Paul VI,
nor that there exists a general satanic conspiracy within the Roman Catholic Church.
In this story, he vividly described a diabolical ceremony called “The Enthronement of the
Fallen Archangel Lucifer” supposedly held in St. Paul’s Chapel within the Vatican, but
linked with concurrent satanic rites here in the US, on June 29, 1963, barely a week after the
election of Paul VI. In this novel, before he dies, a pope leaves a secret account of the situation
on his desk for the next occupant of the throne of Peter, a thinly-disguised John Paul II.

From THE NORTHERN LIGHT

1017 Yellowstone, Laurel, MT 59044

Satanism Is Practiced in Vatican!
Reprinted with permission from The Fatima Crusader, 452 Kraft Road, Fort Eerie, ON L2A 4M7 1-800-263-8160
The Fatima Crusader

[The information contained in the following article is presented by those alligned with
John Paul II, and therefore may actually minimize the significance. Additional links
below.]

In recent weeks, a firestorm has been raging in Italy. The controversy revolves around the
statements Archbishop Emmanuel Milingo, who made formal allegations that satanic activity is
taking place inside the Vatican. When questioned by the Italian press about the allegations, he
said that he stood by them. The Archbishop chose the Fatima 2000 International Congress on
World Peace held in Rome in November 1996 hosted by the Fatima Crusader magazine as a
platform to first make these allegations public.
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The Fatima 2000 Congress was sponsored by publisher Father Nicholas Gruner, who has spent
the past 18 years attempting to persuade the Vatican to consecrate Russia to the Immaculate
Heart of Mary as She requested in apparitions to three shepherd children at Fatima, Portugal,
in 1917. Father Gruner has also sought disclosure of the Third Secret, which has been kept
under lock and key in the Vatican since it was delivered there in 1957 and read by Pope John
XXIII in private. Archbishop Milingo, who works inside the Vatican, as the Special Delegate to
The Pontifical Council for the Pastoral Care of Immigrants and Itinerants, is uniquely
qualified to speak on the issue of satanism. Besides his responsibilities in the Vatican, the
Archbishop is a world renowned veteran exorcist.
These allegations by Milingo are particularly interesting to informe Catholics because the
statements that the Archbishop is making are very similar to the recent book written by the well
respected Catholic writer, Dr. Malachi Martin.
Dr. Martin's new book, Windswept House, which was published in 1996, was written as fiction,
but renown author and editor Father Charles Fiore, FSSP, claims in his review of the book,
which was printed in the Catholic Family News, July 1996, that it is "a novel in which actual
persons and events are disguised as fiction."
Dr. Martin’s book is shocking because in it he describes a satanic ritual which took place at
Saint Paul s Chapel inside Vatican City, on June 29,1963. Windswept House gives a scary
depiction of high ranking Churchmen taking oaths signed with their own blood, who plot to
destroy the Church from within and participate in meticulously enacted rituals that blaspheme
and devilishly mimic the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass. When Malachi Martin was questioned in
Fatima shortly after the Archbishop's speech, he said, "Archbishop Milingo is a good Bishop
and his contention that there are satanists in Rome is completely correct. Anybody who is
acquainted with the state of affairs in the Vatican in the last 35 years is well aware that the
prince of darkness has had and still has his surrogates in the court of St. Peter in Rome."
Dr. Martin concluded his statement by discussing the importance of the work of Father
Nicholas Gruner, by saying "Father Gruner is fulfilling a desperately needed function in the
ongoing perception of Mary's role in the salvation of our imperilled world. Father Gruner is
absolutely correct that the consecration of Russia as Our Lady desired, has not been executed.
It may not be too late if Father Gruner's plea is heeded in time."
Dr. Martin was Secretary to Cardinal Bea in the Vatican. Dr.Martin says that Cardinal Bea was
shown the Third Secret by Pope John XXIII, and came out of the meeting visibly shaken,
expressing his distress to Dr. Martin that the Pope was not going to reveal the Third Secret to
the world. Dr. Martin also confirms that the content of the Third Secret is the unprecedented
crisis in contemporary Catholicism and the failure of the Hierarchy to adequately address it. In
conclusion, it appears obvious that satanism is now, and has been, existing inside the walls of
the Vatican itself. Through the courageous and reputable testimony of Archbishop Milingo and
Dr. Malachi Martin, this deeply buried Vatican secret is now surfacing.
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RECENT DISCOVERY OF OLD NEWS
Witchcraft in the Vatican
The material between the bars is that of the Fatima Web Page.

Two Eminent Churchmen Declare
"Satanism Is Practiced in Vatican!"
In recent weeks, a firestorm has been raging in Italy. The controversy revolves around the
statements Archbishop Emmanuel Milingo, who made formal allegations that satanic activity is
taking place inside the Vatican. When questioned by the Italian press about the allegations, he
said that he stood by them. The Archbishop chose the Fatima 2000 International Congress on
World Peace held in Rome in November 1996 hosted by the Fatima Crusader magazine as a
platform to first make these allegations public.
The Fatima 2000 Congress was sponsored by publisher Father Nicholas Gruner, who has spent
the past 18 years attempting to persuade the Vatican to consecrate Russia to the Immaculate
Heart of Mary as She requested in apparitions to three shepherd children at Fatima, Portugal,
in 1917. Father Gruner has also sought disclosure of the Third Secret, which has been kept
under lock and key in the Vatican since it was delivered there in 1957 and read by Pope John
XXIII in private.
Archbishop Milingo, who works inside the Vatican, as the Special Delegate to The Pontifical
Council for the Pastoral Care of Immigrants and Itinerants, is uniquely qualified to speak on
the issue of satanism. Besides his responsibilities in the Vatican, the Archbishop is a world
renowned veteran exorcist. These allegations by Milingo are particularly interesting to
informed Catholics because the statements that the Archbishop is making are very similar to the
recent book written by the well respected Catholic writer, Dr. Malachi Martin.
Dr. Martin s new book, Windswept House, which was published in 1996, was written as fiction,
but renown author and editor Father Charles Fiore, FSSP, claims in his review of the book,
which was printed in the Catholic Family News, July 1996, that it is "a novel in which actual
persons and events are disguised as fiction."
Dr. Martin s book is shocking because in it he describes a satanic ritual which took place at
Saint Paul s Chapel inside Vatican City, on June 29, 1963. Windswept House gives a scary
depiction of high ranking Churchmen taking oaths signed with their own blood, who plot to
destroy the Church from within and participate in meticulously enacted rituals that blaspheme
and devilishly mimic the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass.
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When Malachi Martin was questioned in Fatima shortly after the Archbishop's speech, he said,
"Archbishop Milingo is a good Bishop and his contention that there are satanists in Rome is
completely correct. Anybody who is acquainted with the state of affairs in the Vatican in the last
35 years is well aware that the prince of darkness has had and still has his surrogates in the
court of St. Peter in Rome."
Dr. Martin concluded his statement by discussing the importance of the work of Father
Nicholas Gruner, by saying "Father Gruner is fulfilling a desperately needed function in the
ongoing perception of Mary's role in the salvation of our imperilled world. Father Gruner is
absolutely correct that the consecration of Russia as Our Lady desired, has not been executed.
It may not be too late if Father Gruner's plea is heeded in time."
Dr. Martin was Secretary to Cardinal Bea in the Vatican. Dr. Martin says that Cardinal Bea
was shown the Third Secret by Pope John XXIII, and came out of the meeting visibly shaken,
expressing his distress to Dr. Martin that the Pope was not going to reveal the Third Secret to
the world. Dr. Martin also confirms that the content of the Third Secret is the unprecedented
crisis in contemporary Catholicism and the failure of the Hierarchy to adequately address it.
In conclusion, it appears obvious that satanism is now, and has been, existing inside the walls
of the Vatican itself. Through the courageous and reputable testimony of Archbishop Milingo
and Dr. Malachi Martin, this deeply buried Vatican secret is surfacing at long last.

Editor: Steve Van Nattan-- It would appear from the evidence and his track record that
Malachi Martin is reasonably believable. He certainly has been in all the right places for the
past 30 years. I am convinced that there is a problem of Satanism and witchcraft in the
Vatican. "Father" Gruner is very bold in accusing the Vatican of evil, and I am told that he
claims that the present Pope is not a ligitimate Pope.
These information are very painful reality to the millions of devout Roman
Catholics. In the Philippines alone, one the most populated Roman Catholics in Asia,
the Catholic Bishop Conference Of The Philippines (CBCP) and the Philippine Jesuit
Foundation will never allow the Filipino people to know these well-hidden satanic
rituals inside the Vatican. Of course, they will not. Because, if they will, it will be
the end of Catholicism in the Philippines.
Of course, the rest of the world will never like it and not only in the Philippines.
These are the reasons, the Catholic Priests did not properly nor appropriately
imparted the true contents of the Bible into the hearts and minds of the Filipino
people and other nationalities world wide.
If the heiarchy inside the Vatican are practicing satanic rituals, they are cohorts of
the Jesuits or they are Jesuits themselves. Many historians and writers pin-pointed
that the real power inside the Vatican is the Jesuit Superior General “Black Pope”
and not the white Pope. The master of Pope Benedict XVI “White Pope” (formerly
Cardinal Ratzinger) is no other than the Jesuit Superior General Count Peter Hans
Kolvenbach the “Black Pope”.
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THE LATE HIGH-RANKING

JESUIT PRIEST
A Jesuit Himself Tells The Truth
That Satanism Is Being Practiced
Inside The Vatican
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